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Across
1. singer in choir

8. unable to speak with clarity

9. understood or implied without being stated

12. a retaliatory accusation

15. a giant sea creature

21. cry and sniffle

23. nearsightedness

24. excessively fat

27. burdensome, unjustly harsh, or tyrannical

28. good taste

31. trembled

32. excluded or forbidden from use or mention

35. enthusiastic expression of thoughts/feelings

36. modest and reserved in manner or behavior

40. forced to do something

41. positive, active, and mutual hatred

42. a fringed strap worn on military uniforms

43. lean and muscular

44. stroll

45. not bringing about the desired result, futile

Down
2. a line of people or ships stationed to guard

3. downward slope

4. a loud and confused noise

5. lucky charm

6. bitter

7. portracted speech marked by intemperate

10. a change or variation

11. dejected

13. ponderously clumsy

14. great warmth and intensity of emotion

16. blossoming into a flower

17. mysterious

18. to make fun of rudly or unkindly

19. having or showing a wish to do evil to others

20. deflected, avoided

22. incapable of being penetrated

25. disorderly agitation

26. position bombing island

29. disposed to or engaged in revolt against authority

30. a break or gap

33. to look or stare angrily or sullenly

34. to criticize sharply

37. bright, brilliant, glowing

38. ridiculous, laughable, absurd

39. obvious

Word Bank
fervor compelled hiatus elephantine talisman efflorescence tirade mutinously

rebuke recrimination acrid parried tumult bastion taboo corpulent

leviathan ebulliance crestfallen demure clamor enmity sauntered sniveling

blatant glowered epaulettes vicissitudes oppresive inscrutable decorous declivities

ineffectual quavered myopia tacit impervious luminous malevolently sinewy

ludicrous cordon chorister inarticulate jeer


